SET UP THE FRAME
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xperience. Frame
SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS
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Back horizontal channel bars are included with the backlit xperience frames. For double-sided straight or curved xperience, they must be ordered separately.
Top and bottom back horizontal channel bars and ACP040 raising blocks must be ordered separately.
The raising blocks push the channel bars away from the structure for an optimized rendering. To be installed between
the structure and the channel bars.
Order 4 ACP040 blocks for the 3x3 curved structure and 6 for the 4x3 curved structure.
INSTALL THE LED CURTAINS
INSTALL THE GRAPHIC

Tips: Use gloves and work on a clean site. For curved structures, put the structure on the floor to set-up the graphic.
INSTALL THE ACCESSORIES
STABILIZING FEET / LED LIGHT
INSTALL THE ACCESSORIES
TV HOLDER